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More photos Professional portable oxygen acetylene Oxy welding Professional portable oxygen acetyleneoxy welding. A large tank measures 9 inches in diameter and over 1.4 feet tall. Combined shipping is available, reduced for an additional item, or mail for a new Dayton invoice See full description Notify me before
the end of the eBay auction See details See details More photos 60 CF tank for oxygen welding cylinder w/free shi 60 CF oxygen cylinder w/free shipping 10 3 welding tanks filled with oxygen, and also come with regulators. Details: cylinder, oxygen, shipping, welding, tank, hydro test, coming, cga-, valve, un/iso Belle
Glade See full description Notify me before the end of the auction eBay See prices More photos 125 cu / ft Oxygen gas tank for gas cylinder CGA 540 125 cu / ft oxygen gas bottle cga 540. Chicago Electric Welding System Portable Burner Set Oxygen/Acetylene Tanks. everything you need for portable welding.
Delivered anywhere in the U.S. See full description Amazon See price See more photos Gas welding Cutting Kit Oxy Acetylene Oxygen Burner Robust and durable set heavy-handed full oxygen tanks and gas welding with burner and flame starter. Details: welding, cutting, oxygen, soldering, acetylene, torch, fit, victor, w
/ hose, black See full description Overstock See details More photos Welder Ornament - Mechanic Ornament - Job - Gift f Full of hoses, prostar regulators, torches, strike &amp;, scarecrow &amp; new gloves. These are private tanks that are not owned by the company. Oxygen welding tanks for sale still in the original
package. Excellent condition! The price of the inquiry is 18.46.... See full description Etsy See price See more photos Used, Gas welding cutting set Portable Acetylene O gas welding kit for cutting portable acetylene, oxygen, cutting and welding kit, front shield, additional tips and hose, on the trolley. Gas cutting kit for
welding original part, as you can see clearly from PHOTOVERY GOOD CONDITION. Available... Details: burner, welding, soldering, gold, cutting, portable, acetylene, oxygen, jewelry, little USA See full description Bonanza See price See details See details Details 250 CF oxygen cylinder welding tank w/free 250 CF
oxygen cylinder w/free shipping 10 extremely large acetylene tanks with heavy duty cart. huge 5-foot oxygen cylinders originally used for blowing glass. Details: cylinder, oxygen, shipping, welding, tank, hydro test, coming, cga-, valve, un/iso Belle Glade See full description Notify me before the end of the auction eBay
See price See more photos 40 CF WELDING CYLINDER bottle oxygen tank bottle New 40 CF Welding oxygen cylinder FOR DELIVERY Oxygen FOR ALL QUESTIONS CALL *** Gender tanks are not owned by leasing weld, weld, gas. Details: cylinder, oxygen, welding, tank, bottle, delivery, high, pressure, CGA-, valve
Indianapolis See full description Let me know before the end of the auction eBay See price See more photos photos Small torch oxygen regulator - 14-534 Gentec small gas regulator - 14-534. Oxygen and acetylene, along with Lincoln's electric torch. comes with a set of small quizzes, small welding/soldering burners
and hoses in good condition. Next day delivery in % ... See full description Etsy See price See details More photos Used, 300PSI 50ft 1/4 Twin Welding Fasher Hose Oxy This is our 50-butt double weld welding hose, which both thanks have been filled and seals are still on them. Details: welding, hose, twin, torch,
oxygen, cutting, universal, designed, acetylene, perfect See full description Overstock See details More photos New 40 cu ft Steel Oxygen cylinder with CGA540 Val New 40 cu feet steel oxygen cylinder with cga540. Can be used for oxygen, nitrogen, welding, etc. please clean for oxygen service before using. According
to the royal website, st class mail receives delivered within working days, but it's... Delivered anywhere in the US See full description Amazon See price See details More photos Smith Little Torch Kit Disposable Regulator Smith small torch set disposable regulator. Huge 5-foot oxygen cylinders originally used for foaming
glass. large acetylene oxygen tanks with heavy duty trolleys. Please note the box may differ slightly from the picture See full description Etsy See price See more photos 20 feet steel oxygen cylinder Tank - Durable - We New 20 Cubic Foot Steel Oxygen Tank Durable Ovva Tools MetalWorking Welding Welding
Soldering Cutting Sheet Metal Copper _ Hvacpictured What You Get Many of (7) Tanks at One Price. Details: steel, oxygen, tank, durable, valve, cylinder, welding, cubic, leg, painted Wyoming See full description Let me know before the end of the auction eBay See prices More photos 125 CF cylinder oxygen for
welding bottle, tank 125 CF cylinder oxygen welding bottle on Lake Gaston - near food lion. Details: cylinder, oxygen, welding-, bottle, tank, high, pressure, CGA-, valve, valid Beech Grove See full description Let me know before the auction end eBay See price More photos Used, 80 cu/ft Oxygen gas tank for gas cylinder
CG 80 cu/ft oxygen for welding gas tank cga 540. Mostly full oxygen and acetylene. new equipment is perfect and safe to use. Delivered anywhere in the U.S. See full description Amazon See price See more photos Small Photos Gentec's Small Oxygen Regulator Disposable Small Torch Gentec Disposable Oxygen
Regulator. All questions call *** Paul tanks are owned not hired weld, welding, gas. it has soft gauges and weld master torch head. In the event that an item is in the mail, we provide proof... See full description Etsy See price See more photos Used, 80CF Welding cylinder - Bottle tank for OXYG NEW 80cf high pressure
gas cylinder FOR tanks are empty and the hose must be replaced. here is a good used oxygen &amp;acetylene cutting &amp;; welding burner set. Hey, crazy. Crazy. Look at this crazy offer. This extraordinary ... Details: cylinder, oxygen, loaded, welding, tank, bottle, high, pressure, stamped, CGA- Saylorsburg See full
description Let me know before the end of the auction eBay See the price See details More photos FREESHIP Professional Oxygen Acetylene Oxy Detail Professional Tote Oxygen Acetylene Oxy all sold, there should be several in a week or two- will update the listing as soon as they are available. welding equipment
with heavy duty handcarts. Details: acetylene, burner, market, oxygen, welding, cutting, freeshire, t/tank, details, Pomona tank See full description Notify me before the end of the auction eBay See price More photos Gentec Small Tork Oxygen Regulator 3/8 - 14 Acetylene /oxygen created torch weld only the two tanks is
little left inside the basket included long hoses. Hi friends, I'm here to offer oxygen welding tanks at auction. The condition is still very good. See all ph ... See full description Etsy See price See details More photos STKUSA 20 cu /ft Welding tank capacity DOT, Empty (Lightly used STKUSA 20 cu /ft Capacity has little sign
of use, but does not affect anything. Combined shipping is available on this and many of my other listed items. Delivered anywhere in the US See full description Amazon See price See details More photos Vintage Airco 110378 Oxygen acetylene gas cylinder It's oxygen for welding tanks for sale NOT NEW, please
expect to see wear to include sherk brands,.. PLEASE TAKE A LOOK AT THE PHOTOS OFFERED AT 7.99. Details: vintage, airco, oxygen, acetylene, cylinder, valve, tank, welding, wrench, west alexandria delivery See full description Let me know before the end of the auction eBay See prices More photos
Professional Tote oxygen acetylene Oxy Cut Professional Welding Welding Professional welding professional tote welding of acetylene oxy welding. Details: acetylene, cutting, burner, toilet, oxygen, welding, tank, weld, iron, steel USA See full description Let me know before the end of the auction eBay See price See
details Looking for a pre-owned Argon gas tank. And you're going to do a craigslist search. But you don't have that much money to spend. And you want to be sure to buy a good high pressure tank. The last thing you want is to make a mistake. And your cheap tank on Craigslist to cost you more than you bargain. Or
worse, he turned out to be a complete old man. What should be checked? Why be careful? Read and find out. Does this Argon tank really look cheap on Craigslist? One of the reasons why a compressed gas cylinder looks cheap on Craigslist is that a tank has been stolen. Compressed gas bottles disappear from
company storage cells. - the back of the trucks. Either not to return to the company on lease or to rent them out. I'm just ready to be sold to you and the unfassed. But how do you know? Here are some things. Quick cheques you need to make before you buy Craigslist Argon Tank 1. Is there an argon tank with a ring or
collar around the neck of the bottle? Argon Tank-owned Marks & Marks has a company name? Or a scar? Or the name of the collar manufacturers? Did you get the ring? Everyone says they tell you to be careful. 2. Check for manufacturer's name or mark the argon tank itself. You will see in the photo above a gas tank
with a slag for argon. The collar has the name of the company. And what's more, the company prints on the cylinder itself. That's not what you want to see. Why? It means the company owns this bottle of argon. In the best sense, this may mean that you are locked in a single gas supplier to fill the argon tank. Is this a
supplier in the county? And if you take the chance. And take this tank somewhere else to fill it up, you can find they're saying no. Or worse, what you bought at Argon was confiscated. And he went back to the company that owns it. While you're looking at your Craigslist Argon Tank. Note when it was last tested. Aren't
you sure how to do that? Click on the link here to read an article that tells you about it. Check the date printed on the tank. You will want to buy an argon gas tank that is inside the test date. Why? Because you won't find a reputable compressed gas dealer to recharge one of the test cylinders. And because if you buy a
bottle of argon gas from the test date, then you will have to pay for a test. Do you know the cost of testing an argon tank in your home? What if your chosen compressed gas tank doesn't pass the test? Your gas bottle testing company will take you argon gas tank from you if you fail to test. These are all things to indicate
to the seller when negotiating a price. Or use as a reason to hand over this argon tank. And look at the next one. 4. What does the argon gas bottle look like? When looking to buy argon tank. Does he look clean and well-groomed? - Rust marks? You'il want to check if there's rust at the bottom of the bottle. Or damage to
the valve. Do the valves look good and turn around? Any sign that someone tried to get rid of a manufacturer? If well maintained, argon gas cylinder should last for decades. Poorly maintained tank is a reason to pass and look at another. 5. Is there a data sticker on the Argon tank? Argon Tank data label You need a
clear data sticker on every Craigslist Argon gas tank you are looking to buy. Why? The data label is the only way to know what gas is or was inside the compressed gas cylinder. He could have everything in there. Flammable gas, dangerous gas. Even if I tell you, the tank is empty, it's not worth the risk. And you won't get
your new argon, complete without one. Some other things to think about before buying this Argonian tank on Craigslist, which are the suppliers of compressed gases in your area? what size of argon bottle will fill? You will find that it is worth while checking what you are Locally. And before you buy your own tank. Where
are your compressed gas suppliers? Will they fill as much as the aquarium you're looking to buy? Some local welding suppliers will only recharge our own rental tanks. Or they can change tanks. Take your carefully selected and buy an empty Argon tank and replace it for one they have full. And goodbye to the tank.
Because some other client will get your argon when he fills it up. Or they will fill the tanks, but their policy is to recharge only tanks owned by the customer of certain sizes. If you bought a large argon tank in Craigslist, you may find that you can't get your tank filled in your area. Buying Craigslist against renting argon tanks
for MIG welding, you will want to take some time thinking. Go through the pros and cons of buying your own compressed gas cylinder. Compared to renting or renting a cylinder. When you buy the Argon tank, you buy the tank so you can own the tank. It sounds obvious, but it also means; 1. You pay for the safety check.
Either a hydrostatic or an ultrasound test when needed. It's at your cost. The argon bottle is yours. All problems with the tank, which means that you can not recharge this means that you need to buy a new one. 3. You can use less of argon gas as you like without having rental costs. 4. Owning your own compressed gas
bottle can be a good idea. Because the value of the bottles rises over time. 5. When buying, you need to think about the price of the tank for Argon - sure. Plus the cost of refills per cubic foot. Plus fees for this charging and fees for HAZMAT. 6. When you own the argon tank and when you take argon for charging. Do you
have to wait for your tank back? Or do you have to come back if they're busy? If you have traveled in ways, driving back to get your tank will be a real pain. 7. Some places replace the purchased empty argon tank for full. Will a tank of the same size be replaced? It is worth checking these things for your city or area. You



may not be happy to say goodbye to your carefully selected and purchased tanks. For some crumpled tank that's smaller than yours. 8. Can you fill your 125cf or 150 cf Argon Tank? Some places are really having fun. And it will not fill a client owned by argon tank with a capacity of 125 cubic meters. So if you decide to
own a large bottle you can reload it where you live? What is the policy of your LWS (Local Welding Suppliers)? Some treat 125 cf or 150 cf Argon tanks as reservoirs for rent only. When renting or renting your argon tank 1. Leasing or renting means that the company you receive is argon from the possession of the tank.
And do the tank tests when necessary. 2. You are on a monthly or annual fee for as long as you have the tank. 3. And if welded with the help of Argon only sometimes. Or not for six months you're going to pay. And this means that for you an argon tank can get expensive for accidental use. 4. No advance costs shall be
provided for the Argon tank. 5. Fillers can be cheaper and faster. Because it is rental or leasing companies to replace your tank with a full one. 6. Ask because you may need to pay a deposit on the bottle. If you do, it's worth finding out how much it is. But you don't have to worry about buying a stolen tank by accident.
Buying argon gas tank at auction You can also find Argon gas bottles sold at auction. Check out the companies that are going out of business in your area. Maybe they'il sell their tanks. You should consider going through all the checks described at the beginning of this article before buying. Is your chosen tank in good
condition? Do the valves look good and work? Does your argon tank have a gas data label? You have to be careful to buy argon from a company that's been taken over. Or it could have been purchased from another company, since these tanks may have transferred ownership. And it shouldn't be sold at all. Amazon's
tanks are on your behalf. Interestingly, you can buy argon gas tanks on Amazon.com. Here's a table of the dimensions sold. You can click on the links and go through Amazon to check prices for yourself. All these Argon gas tanks have CGA 580 stop valve connections. This is what you need for argon gas so that you can
connect and use the right regulators and hoses. It is worth comparing them to the prices in Cruising. And the price you see is in a place where you are. *Disclosure: The following table contains affiliate links. And at no extra cost to you, this site earns a commission through these links if you decide to buy. And you will find
options for argon tanks to be delivered full or empty. Check the situation in your area to recharge customer-owned tanks if you want to get one. And when you can get a good deal on argon gas where you live. Then this can be an ideal opportunity to supply an argon gas tank of the right size. Related articles reading gas
cylinder date marks and markings argon tank dimensions for LAG or TIG welding argon CO2 tanks for soft steel welding with 75/25 how long will 20 cubic feet Argon tank last? No, not ted]
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